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Introducing the Rubine DECKOS series rain shower column – a revolution in shower design that offers unparalleled 

convenience and style. One of the standout features is it equips with a bath shelf on the mixer, this is perfect for 

those who want to maximize their bathroom space without sacrificing functionality. It is 100% made of brass so it can 

withstand any rough use or heavy load, and measures 25x11cm which is spacious enough for a bottle of shower gel 

and shampoo. The spray nozzles of the hand and head shower are made of high-quality soft silicone that provides a 

luxurious and gentle shower experience, also it is easy to clean and more durable. 

Designed for either exposed or concealed pipe installation, the DECKOS U2 features a sleek and elegant round design 

and the F4 boasts a bold and modern square design. They come in three stylish colors – glossy chrome, matte black, 

and trendy gunmetal – all of which feature an electroplated surface finish that will not peel off or fade over time. Last 

but not least, it also features a stunning waterfall spout that adds an extra touch of luxury to your shower experience.

Upgrade your bathroom and indulge in the luxurious comfort, convenience, durability, and functionality of our DECK-

OS rain shower column; we’re confident that it will be a stunning addition to your bathroom.

Patented 
This mixer is design patent and 100% made of brass. 



Waterfall spout
The wide spout design provides you with a gentle and delicate 
laminar flow of water creating an exquisite waterfall effect.

Gun Metal (GM) Matte Black (MB) Chrome (CH)



No drip from overhead shower
The water from overhead shower will stop immediately 
with no drip when turn off.



Easy to maintain
Durable and easy to clean silicone nozzles.
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Space-saving
Designed with a small platform for storage function at a 
size of 25x11cm. It is able to take a weight of 20kg.



Model RSC-DECKOS-U2 GM RSC-DECKOS-U2 BK RSC-DECKOS-U2 CH RSC-DECKOS-F4 GM RSC-DECKOS-F4 BK RSC-DECKOS-F4 CH

Cartridge 35mm Ceramic

Colour Gun Metal Matte Black Chrome Gun Metal Matte Black Chrome

Water Efficiency 2 ticks

Water Consumption 6.40 litres/min

PUB Reg,No SHT-2023/039931/SLS SHT-2022/038568/SLS SHT-2022/038566/SLS SHT-2023/039932/SLS SHT-2022/038565/SLS SHT-2022/038567/SLS

Specifications

All sets come with a 7-years warranty on diverters and ceramic cartridges. 
Copyright. All Rights Reserved. Rubine is constantly improving its products and make changes if deemed necessary.
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